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AN IMPROVED MINIMUM HITTING TIME

ARGUMENT FOR THE MASS GAP IN

MARKOVIAN STOCHASTIC PROCESS

RYE YOUNG LIM AND YONG MOON PARK

1. Introduction

In this paper we study a class of reversible Markovian stochastic pro
cesses in which the state space is a space of lattice contours 1', the ele
mentary motions arc local deformations and the reversible measure is of
the form 71'8b) = const x e-Phl , where 11'1 is the length of 1'. Our main
concern is the rate at which the process approaches equilibrium. Re
versibility implies that the time-evolution semigroups are self-adjoint in
the Hilbert space L 2( 71'{J) and the infinitesimal generator is positive semi
definite with an eigellvalue at O. If the rest of spectrum is bounded away
from 0, then the process converges to equilibrium exponentially fast. In
such cases one say that the infinitesimal generator has a non-zero mass
gap.

Recently, Sokal and Thomas[ll] proved that under suitable hypothe
ses on the jump rates, the contour models with local dynamics have zero
mass gap. For the proof, they introduce two general principles, namely
the minimum hitting-time argument and the mean hitting-time argu
ment which provide upper bounds on th~mass gap for the generators of
reversible Markovian jump processes. Since the minimum hitting-time
argument has a severe restriction on the transition rates r(x), they use
the mean hitting-time argument for the proof, which is more complicate
than the minimum hitting-time argument.

The main purpose of the paper is to improve the minimum hitting
time argument so that it can be applied to more general cases(Theorem
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3.3). Using our result we give a simple proof for the zero mass gap of
stochastic contour models(Theorem 4.2). Admittedly one may say that
our methods in this paper are not entirely new: our proofs are, by and
large, close analogues of arguments in ref. [11].

2. Markovian jump processes

In this section we review the basic theory of Markovian jump pro
cesses.For the detaili, we refeJ.· the reader too ref.[3,7,1l}.

We consider a positive continuous-time Markovian jump process with
measurable state space (X, M), transition rate kernal J( x, dy) and in
variant probability measure 11". The transition rate out of a state x,

r(x) == J(x, X),

is assumed to be finite for all x, but it is not necessarily bounded. The
invariance of 11" means that

J7r(dx)J(x,dy) = r(Y)7r(dy).

That is, the mean transition rate into the state y equals the mean tran
sition rate out of it.

The infinitesimal generator G of this jump process is the signed kernel

G(x,.) == r(x)8x - J(x, .).

If the transition rates are bounded (say, by some number M), then there
is a unique semigroup oftransition probability kernals {Ptlt>o generated
by G, namely -

00 ( tG)n
Pt == exp(-tG) == L - I

n=O n.

Moreover, G induces a bounded linear operator (of norm $ 2M) on
L 2

( 11") by

(Gf)(x) = JJ(x,dy)[J(x) - fey)]·
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Finally, it can be shown that for given any initial probability distribution
Q, there exists a strong Markovian process {Xdt>o whose sample paths
are piecewise-constant and right-continuous with only isolated jumps,
such that

P(Xo E A) = o:(A)

P(Xu E A I {Xs}O$sSt) = Pv.-t(Xt, A),

for all A E M and all u ~ t ~ 0 [6, pp.311-319].
If, on the other hand, the transition rates al'e unbounded, then some

subtleties arise. We assume that the jump process is reversible with
respect to 7T';

7T'( dx )J(x, dy) = 7T'(dy )J(y, dx).

Then we can define the positive semi-definite sesquilinear form

Q(f,g) = f 7T'(dx)J(x,dy)f(x)*[g(x) - g(y)]

=~J7r(dx)J(x,dy)[f(x) - f(y)]*[g(x) - g(y)]

on the form domain

V(Q) = {f E L2 (7T')\ J7l"(dx)J(x,dy)lf(x) - f(y)1 2 < co}.

Note that V( Q) contains the set

and so is dense in L 2
( 7r). We note that Q defined on V( Q) is closed and

semibounded. It follows that there is a unique self-adjoint operator G
with dense domain D(G) C V(Q) such that Q(f,g) = (J,Gg) for all
f E V( Q) and 9 E D( G) [9, SectionVI.2].

Since G is positive semi-definte, its spectrum lies in the half-line
[0,00). The constant function 1 belongs to D(G) and is an eigenvec
tor of G with eigenvalue O. The goal of this paper is to prove bounds
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on the spectrum Gill. and in particular to show that in certain circum
stances there must be spectrum very near O. We define, therefore, the
mass gap

(2-1) m == in!spec(GhJ.).

The motivation for studying this particular operator comes from prob
ability theory: G is allegedly the infinitesimal generator of a Markovian
jumpprocess. We now turn, therefore, to the problem of c~nstl11ctin,g

this process' and ascertainingHs properties. We temporarily drop the
assumption of reversibility, as it is not needed.

It is straightforward to construct the jump process {Xt},>o, using the
description in terms of exponentially distributed waiting ti~es followed
by jumps[I,6]. The details of the construction are as follows: Define

l(x d ) = { J(x,dy)/r.(x)
, y bx(dy)

if

if

r(x) > 0

r(x) = O.

Then 1 is the transition probability kernal for a discrete-time Markov
chain {.Ko,.Kll ···}. We write by Ex the expectations in this Markov
chain with.Ko == x. Next, let TO,Tl,'" be exponentially distributed
random variables of mean l/r(_Yo), 1/1'(4Yd,'" , which are conditionally
independent for given {X0, .K}, ... }. Define To = 0, T n = 1:;;01Ti =
time of nth jump, and Too = 1::0 Ti =time of first explosion. Then we
can define a continuous-time process

if

if

where b f/. X is the cemetry state. It can be shown[l] that {Xt}t~O is a
strong Markov process. The minimal semigroup {Pt} t~O is defined by

The following proposition gives sufficient condition for the nonoccurrence
of explosion[l1].
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let the state space X be countable, and consider
the discrete-time Mal'kov chain witb transition matrix J. If, in tbis
chain, every state is l'ecurrent, tben tbe continuous-time process bas
no explosion. In particular, tbis occur if r( x );r(x) > 0 for all x and
Lx r(x)7r(x) < 00.

3. Dirichlet boundary condition and upper bound of mass
gap

In this section we first explain the Dirichlet bmmdary condition and
the minimum hitting-time argument with restriction

(3-1) r(x) == l(x,X) ~ AI < 00

for all x. We then improve the minimum hitting-time argument to the
case without the restriction in (3-1).

3,1. Dirichlet boundary condition

Consider a reversible Markovian jump process with generating kernal
G and let A be a subset of the state space. We define GA to be the
generator for the process that evolves according to S as long as it stays
within A, but is killed when it tries to jump outside A:

GA(x, ,) == r(x)6x - l(x,· U A).

This process can be constructed in precisely the same manner as the
original process: the construction is unique provided that the original
process has no explosion. Of course, the semigroup {(PA)t} t~O is in
general substochastic. Thus if {Xdt~O is the right-continuous stochastic
process whose generator is G, so that

E r [f(Xd 1= (Pd)(x),

then we have
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r Ac == inf{ t IX tEAC }

is the time of first exit from A.
If 7r(A) > 0, we can make sense of GA, as an operator on the Hilbert

space L 2(A, 7r). In fact, let QA be the positive semi-definte sesquilinear
form

with form domain

where

j(x) == { ~(x) xEA

x sf A.

Then QA determines, as before, a positive semi-definite, self-adjoint op
erator GA acting on L2(A, 7r) satisfying,

Moreover, the semigroup {(PA)tlt>o is a strongly continuous, self-adjoint
contraction semigroup on L2(A, 7r), and its generator is precisely GA. If
{Xtlt~O is the right-continuous stochastic process whose generator is G,
so that

[ ( ..] do: -tG)Ea f X t ) = (d7r,e f £2(11")

for any initial distribution 0: whose Radon-Nikodym derivative ~: lies

in L2(7r), then the relation

(3-2) Ea[x(rAc > t)/(Xt)J = (~:,e-tGA J)L2(A,7r)

holds.
Finally, we define

TnA == injspec(GA)

In view of (3-2), mA measures the exponential rate at which probability
is guaranteed to leak out of the set A.
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PROPOSITION 3.1. For any set A with 0 < 7l"(A) < 1, we have

nq ~ m7l"(AC
).

proof. See [I1J.

3.2. The minimum hitting-time argument

Let G be the generator of a reversible Markov jump process with
transi tion rates bounded by M, that is

r(x)~M<oo

for all x. Then G is a positive semi-definte, self-adjoint operator on
L2( 7l") with spectrum in the interval [0, 2M J.

For any subset .4, B eX, let TAB be the minimum number of jumps
in which the system can get from A to B with nonzero probability: that
IS,

TAB == min{n ~ 01 J7l"(dX)xA(X)J n (X,B) > O}.

The following is the minimum hitting-time argument established in [11]:

TlIEonnl 3.2. Let G be the generator of a reversible Markovian
jump process ,,,-itll transition rates uniformly bounded by M, and let m
be its mass gap. Then the inequality

{ }

1/2
'. 2 1 (1 - 7l"(A))(l - 7l"(B))

m :::; A,lbl~x2M tanh [2(T
AB

_ 1) arccosh 7l"(A)7l"(B) ]

AI { 4}2< inf 10
- A,BCXS(TAB -1)2 g 7l"(A)7l"(B)

holds.

proof. See [l1J.

We shall improve the above result so that it can be applied to more
general situations. Consider the case in which r(x) is not bounded. For
the 7l"-nonnull set !I.." eX, if the transition rates r(x) on J( is bounded
by ].,{, that is,

supr(x) ~ 111,
xE!\'

then IIG]\'IIL2(!\',1r) < 2111. The following result is an improvement of
Theorem 3.2.
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THEOREM 3.3. Let G be the generator of a reversible Markovian
jump process with transition rates r(x), not necessarily bounded. For
1r-nonnull set A C X, and fixed n E N, let ](n be the complement of
tbe union of all the sets BC X with TAB> n. If sup r(x):S M n < 00,

zEKn

tben

M n {I 47r(](n)}2
m n :S 8n2 og 1r(A)

wbere m n == in!~pec(G](,..).

proof. From the definition of K n , it follows that for all non-negative
integer k :S n, one has

and

Let P n be the polynomial of degree n, then

(3-4) Pn (G)l = Pn (O)l

Pn ( G)*1 = Pn (O)*l

since Gl = G*l = O. Hence it follows that

Also (3-3) and (3-4) imply

(l,Pn(GhA) = (XKn,Pn(GhA)

= (XKn,Pn(GKJXA).

By the Schwarz inequality,

I( 1, Pn(Ch .·dl ::; 7r(I{n)1/27r(A)1/2I1P( C I\n)1I P(Kn,11")

(3-6) :S 1r([{n)1/2 7r(A)1/2 sup IPn(z)l.
zE[m.. ,2Mn ]
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Pn(Z)
By taking Pn to be the polynomial that minimizes sup IP (0) I, we

zE[m.. ,M.. ) n

can get a bound. That is, we take

where

{
cos( n arccos 0 -1 s:; ~ s:; 1

T ll (O =
cosh(narccoshO lel ~ 1

is the nth Chebyshev polynomial. We then have
(3-7)

I
Pn( z) I 1sup -- =

~E[lIl" .M,,] PII(O) cosh[narccosh{ (2Mn + m n )/(2Mn - mn)}J .

Sf'e [10J for the details. Combining (3-5),(3-6) and (3-7), we arrive after
some algebra at the bound

Then one can get /11" from the elementary inequalities tanh x < x and
arccosh.r ::; lo/!;( 2.r) to arrive the bound in the theorem. Q.E.D.

4. Stochastic contour models

In this section we describe briefly the stochastic contour models [11 J

and then give Cl simple proof for the zero mass gap of this model.
Let X be tlw space of all simple closed contours, (of arbi trary length)

in Z2 C R 2 which bound an area containing an origin fixed at (~, ~) E

R 2 • For cOlwenience, we assume that X also contains the null contour
I = 0. Thus, a llollnull contour, is made up of unit-length segments
between integer lattice points: and since, is simple, a lattice point on I
has precisdy two such segments hitting it. We denote 1,1 the length of
f. Let (/1/ be the number of contours of length n; then it can be shown
that

- l' 1/11I' = un aI/
11-f'X)
71 f! l'en
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exists and lies between 2 and 3 [8].
Now, for real fJ, define the partition function

Z(fJ) = L:: e-,8hl .
'"'(EX

Clearly, Z(fJ) is finite for all fJ greater than the critical point

fJc =log Ji.

Whenever Z(fJ) is finite, define a probability measure 7r,8 on X by

7rp(,) = Z(,8)-l e- Phl .

From now on we fix f3 > f3c.
Now, define a reversible Markovian jump process with state space X,

having trp as its invariant measure. The jump rates j("'I, "'I') are assumed
to satisfy the following two conditions:

(1) Local motion condition. j(,,"'I') = 0 unless "'16"'1' is the perime
ter of a unit lattice square.

(2) Detailed balance condition. For all "'I, "'I' EX,

7r.8h)j(','Y') = 7rp("I')jh', "'I) .

Provided that the jump rates do not grow too fast as 1"'11 --. 00, this
stochastic process is well-defined:

PROPOSITION 4.1. .4.ssume that there exist constants c < 00 and
f > 0 such that

j("f,"'I') ::; cexp{({3 - fJc - E)hll
for all "'I, "I'. Then there is no explosion.

proof. See [11).

Under the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1, there is a well-defined re
versible Markovian jump process, with invariant measure 7rp, whose gen
erator G on the space L2( 7r fJ) is given by the quadratic form

(f,Gf) = ~ L 7rI3(,)j("'I,"')! fh') - fh) 1
2

.

Now we prove that G has zero mass gap if the total jump rates r("'I) ==
2:1'1 jh, ,,') grow slower than linearly in the length of the contour as

1"11 --. 00.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let {3 > {3c, and assume that the jump rates satisfy

lim 2. sup I:: j ("'y, 1 1
) == O.

n--oon hl=n ,
-y

Then G has zero mass gap, i.e.,

m == infspec(GI1.J.) = o.

proof. Let In be a square contour of side 2n (so that Ilnl = 8n and
Abn) = 4n2 where Abn) means the area of In). Define the set J(n eX
as follows:

where T-Y",""1 is the minimum number of jumps from In to f. By local
motion condition and from inequality I,I ~ 4Ab )1/2,

for all I E ]{n. Hence from the assumption in the theorem it follows
that

for some constant Cn that tends to zero as n -+ 00. Also

Now use Theorem 3.3, by taking A = {In} and Mn = (8n + 2n2 )cn, we
get

for some constant C (depending on {3). On the other hand, by Proposition
3.1,

1nl! 1H n
HI < ::; .".(111) = Z(j3)l1?-n- 7r(I\~) 11 YJ

for all n. Hence In = O. Q.E.D.
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